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About	  Fusion	  Bags	  
Fusion	  Products	  Co.	  Ltd.	  is	  a	  British-‐based	  company	  established	  in	  2008.	  Fusion	  design	  and	  manufacture	  bags	  
for	  Guitars,	  Ukulele,	  Keyboards,	  DJ,	  Laptop,	  Brass	  and	  Woodwind	  instruments.	  These	  gig	  bags	  and	  hybrid	  cases	  
are	  sold	  worldwide	  and	  are	  a	  leading	  brand	  recognised	  for	  their	  high	  quality	  products.	  They	  have	  developed	  the	  
popular	  “fuse-‐on”	  and	  the	  “Zip-‐Away”	  system	  which	  has	  revolutionized	  the	  gig	  bag	  industry.	  

	  

Fusion Bags launches two new Premium Trumpet Bags 

Cleckheaton, United Kingdom (15th February 2014) Fusion hybrid cases are favoured by musicians 
worldwide for their supreme, portable, instrument protection. Like all models within the vast Fusion 
catalogue, the new Premium Series hybrid cases have been specifically designed for the travelling 
instrumentalist, thus eradicating any anxiety of travelling with a soft case. 

For Trumpet players, the Premium Series Trumpet and Triple Trumpet cases follow Fusion’s world-
renowned status by utilising the toughest materials throughout their construction. Both cases feature a 
30mm high-density, lightweight foam padding that provides the strength and core structure, externally 
finished in a tough, water resistant, PVC-free rip-stop material that’s oblivious to scuffs and abrasions.  

Designed for a snug fit and to prevent knocks and scratches internally, these cases are lined with a 
soft velvet-mix material, with a crush resistant, moulded base to protect the bell of the trumpets, which 
themselves are cocooned further within an individual soft, non-scratch, removable padded sleeve.  

The Fusion research team are well aware that musicians have the need to carry a host of 
accessories. Hence, all Fusion hybrid cases have been carefully designed to cater effortlessly for all 
those hidden extras. The Premium Series SINGLE Trumpet case (RRP £197.95 / $249.00 / €329.00) 
is equipped with four separate compartments, the biggest of which easily accommodates manuscripts 
up to A4 size, whilst the Premium Series TRIPLE Trumpet case (RRP £288.95 / $479.00 / €359.00) 
is large enough to house a folding music stand and features a removable accessory panel that can 
hang from a standard music stand. Both cases have ample room for mouthpieces, valve oils, 
stationery and everyday personal items like mobile phones, keys and wallets. 

To ensure supreme comfort when commuting, the Premium Series SINGLE Trumpet case 
incorporates Fusion’s own “Flow System” allowing the case to be carried back pack style, with a 
padded netted area for comfort and ventilation. If extra space is required for laptops or clothing, the 
Premium Series SINGLE Trumpet case is equipped to facilitate Fusion’s unique ‘Fuse-on System’, a 
separate range of accessory cases designed to fit quickly and easily onto the ‘mother’ case for extra 
storage or indeed, as a handy travel case. 

The larger Premium Series TRIPLE Trumpet case can be hand carried via the sturdy webbed side 
handles, by the padded shoulder strap, the chunky, robust, padded backpack straps with chest and 
waist belt for stability or, using the rear ‘clips’, the TRIPLE Trumpet case can be effortlessly 
transported via an optional trolley. This hybrid gig bag is also ideal to carry a Cornet and/or 
Flugelhorn together with a Trumpet and still offers plenty of space for mutes and accessories. 

In typical Fusion style, it’s the little extras and after-thoughts that have projected Fusion products light 
years ahead of the competition. Looking extra fresh in a choice of four colour options: blue, orange, 
lime or black, the new Premium Series hybrid cases are complete with luggage tag ID, rain-covers 
and ‘high visibility’ commuter friendly reflective panels - an essential and paramount safety feature for 
cyclists and pedestrians. /End// 


